This month, Media 10’s Design Joburg, featuring Rooms On
View, presented by Sanlam Private Wealth, will once again
transform the Sandton Convention Centre into a nucleus
of decor and design on the African continent. For the show’s
third instalment, organisers are thrilled to announce the
return of the CoLab features. Nine designers are set to create
captivating room sets using items from several leading South
African and global brands. One such talent is Joburg-based
Nelson Kubheka of Ommni Design. With nearly a decade
of experience and an impressive resumé of projects, Nelson
creates upscale interiors and spatial solutions for residential,
commercial and hospitality clients. At 2018’s show he caused a stir
with his sophisticated, mineral-rich bathroom collaboration
with Kohler, which was a fresh take on African-inspired
glamour with lashings of black and brass. In fact, the graphic
bogolan wallpaper was such a hit, it’s now available to order.
Describe your CoLab feature in one sentence?
An interior representation of discovering the new that
comes with every journey and place.
Why this concept?
I wanted to capture the idea of the world becoming smaller
and more fluid, especially in how people relate to and
connect with one another. It’s a narrative about taking parts
of our journey home with us to inspire others and remind
people of the magic of self-discovery through travel.
Can you give us a hint as to what you plan to create?
I plan to create a combination of a living area and workfrom-home space. This will carry a somewhat eclectic yet
contemporary approach through the choice of furniture
and bespoke joinery details.

Is there a particular feature you think will turn heads?
It’s difficult to isolate just one item, but I will say that
the desk in the work space and the bookshelf will both
be eye-catching...
How does what you are creating fit in with the current
design zeitgeist?
I believe my design doesn’t conform to a single particular
style but reflects a mixture of African contemporary – with
some classical – influence. I think what is more relevant to
current trends will be revealed through my use of natural
materials, bold colour and geometric forms.
What would your dream project be?
A mixed-use development consisting of a hotel, work spaces
and apartments, located anywhere in Africa.
What is your motivation for participating in Design
Joburg, featuring Rooms On View?
I’m hoping to get the global market to recognise the creative
talent we have on the African continent.
What or who inspires you?
I am inspired by renowned architect David Adjaye’s design
processes, which speak more to the context rather than
a specific style.
Any advice for visitors to the show?
Design Joburg has in the past featured some of the best of
what Africa has to offer. I’d like to see visitors engage with
the designers to get a proper understanding of their thought
processes and concepts.
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms On View, presented by Sanlam
Private Wealth, will take place at the Sandton Convention
Centre from 24 to 26 May 2019. 8 designjoburg.com
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radar
Blomboy’s floral art transforms and transcends
the traditional, with daring arrangements that are
as effective as showstopping centrepieces as they
are at subtly setting the mood. 8 Blomboy.com

This collaboration between Avoova and Andrew Dominic
is art, heirloom, conversation piece and plaything all in
one. The team’s objective was to create the most beautiful
backgammon board imaginable, and the custom pieces
reflect that aim in their quality and craftsmanship. The
competition-size boards are finished in American walnut,
while the intricate inlays are Avoova’s trademark ostrich
eggshell and solid brass.
8 Avoova.com 8 Andrewdominicfurniture.com
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Need to know

Stock up your bar
cart for the cooler
months ahead with
bottles of spirits
brewed in South
Africa. we’re topping
up our glasses
with Sugarbird gin’s
distinctive fynbos
flavours, and
Suncamino rum.
the latter is the
delightfully floral
result of an eight-year
ageing process that
begins with distillation
in barbados, followed
by botanical infusion
in cape town.
8 Sugarbirdgin.com
8 suncaminorum.com

What you should be buying,
drinking and playing in May

shining examples

Drawing on the warmth that brass accents bring to a space, Love Milo has
added a range of handmade, hand-beaten designs to its product selection.
The collection includes trays, tumblers, spoons, soya candles and a simply
charming bee pin. 8 lovemilo.com
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